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Impulse Response Measurement of Individual Ear Canals 
and Impedances at the Eardrum in Man 

M. Joswig 
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Impulse Response Measurement of Individual 
Ear Canals and Impedances at the Eardrum 
inMan 
Summary 

The impuJse response measurement is a simple method 
10 determine in one step (1) the individual cross-sec
tional area function of human ear canals and (II) the 
plane-wave termination impedance at the eardrum 
for a frequency range of 1 ~20 kHz. 

Findy we give the theoretical and numerical solu
tiOD for the "inverse problem" of calculating an arbi
trary area function from its impulse response. To ex
amine this method in practice some test measurements 
were performed with custom-made brass tubes which 
yield excellent results. Also the impedance values 
match well to the horn impedance which cou1d be 
calculated analytically. 

Individual results from the measurement of hu
mans are reported for 8 subjects.. When their imped
ances were transformed to a common reference plane 
by means of the actual area functions. the deviations 
between individual subjects were significantly re
duced compared to the constant-tube assumption. 
The reference plane of the chosen tennination imped
ance is 5 mm in front 01 the ear canal end quite near 
the beginning of the inclined eardrum The achieved 
results are in agreement with anatomical data and 
published values of the eardrum impedance. 

Messung der Impulsantwort individueller 
GebOrginge and TrommelfeUimpedanzen 
beim Menscheu 
ZIISIImmeor.ssung 
Die Messung der Impulsantwon ist eine einfache Metho
de zur gleichzeitigen Bestimmung (I) der individuellen 
Querschnillsfunktion des menschlichen Gehorgangs und 
(lnder Abschlullimpedanz an del Stelle des Trommelfells 
in einem Frequenzbereich von 1-20 kHz. 

Zuerst wird die theoretische und numerische LOsung 
fUr das inverse Problem del Berechnung ciner beliebigen 
Querschniusfunktion aus der Impulsantwon angegeben. 
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Zur praktischen Oberpriifung dieser Methode wllrden 
einige Versuchsmessungen an speziaiangefenigten Mes
singrohren ausgefiihn. welche hervorragende Ergebnisse 
Herem. Auch stimmen die Jmpedanzwerte gut mit der 
Horn-Impedanz liberein, die analytisch berechnet wurde. 

Des weiteren wird liber EinzeJergebnisse del Messung 
am Menschen flir ach! Personen berichtet Wenn deren 
Eingangsimpedanzen mit Hilfe der tatsachlichen Fla
chenfunktionen in cine gemeinsame Referenzebene trans
rormiert wurden, konnten die Abweichungen zwischen 
individuellen Ergebnisstn stark vennindert werden ver
glichen mit der Annahme eines Rohres konstanten Quer
schnins. Die Referenzebene fUr die gewahlte AbschluBim
pedanz liegt S mm vor dem Gehorgang und in der Niibe 
des Anfangs des geneigten Trommelfells. Die erzielten 
Ergebnisse stimmen mit anatomischen Daten uod Litera
turwerten der Trommelfellimpedanz iiberein. 

Mesure de Ia reponse impulsionneUe du conduit 
auditif et de I'impedance au tympan cbez I'homme 

Sommaire 

La mesure de la reponse impuJsionnelle est one technique 
simple pour detenniner Ii Ja fois (I) Ie prom individuel de 
section du conduit auditif et (II) l'impMance en onde 
plane Ii I'emplacement du tympan pour une bande de 
frequence~ allant de 1 Ii 20 kHz. 

Tout d'abord nous doonons la solution theorique et 
numerique du «probleme inverse) qui consiste Ii di:tenni
ner un profiJ de section arbitraire a partir de la reponse 
impuisionnelle. Pour tester la validite de la methode, 
nous avons procede Ii des mesures sur des tuyaux de 
cuivre construits Ii cet eITet; les resultats sont excellents. 
Lcs valeurs d'impedance comcident bien aussj avec celles 
d'un pavilion, que I'on peut determiner analytiquement. 

Des mesures sur oreilles humaines ont ete faites avec Ie 
concours de huit sujets. Lorsque I'on ramene leurs impe
dances d'entree Ii un plan de rererence commun en utili
sanl Ie profil de section reel, la dispersion interindividu
elle se trouve sensiblement rMuite par comparaison avec 
les wculs effcctuCs en supposant Ie C()n_duit de section 
constante. Le plan de referen~ choisi est Ii 5 mm du 
fond auditif, tout pres du bord externe du tympan. Les 
resultats obtenus sont en accord avce les donnees anato
miques et les valeurs publiees d'impedance du tympan. 

Manfred Joswig. Lehrstuhl ffir allgemeine Elelctrotechnilc und Akustilc, Ruhr-Universitiit 8ochum, Postracb 10 2148,0-4630 
Bochwn 1, now at Lehntuhl rur MeBtcchnik. RWTH Aachen, Templergraben 55, 0-5100 Aachen. 
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1. Introduction 

While extensive data of impedance measurements ex
ist for the eardrum in the low frequency range. only 
limited and contradictory data are available above 
4 kHz [1-4]. Obviously, high frequency measure
ments demand more sophisticated test equipment and 
some theoretical investigations on the effects of acous
tic wave propagation. The low frequency approxima
tions of the ear canal - lumped acoustical element or 
uniform tube - do not hold when the wavelengths 
become comparable to the geometrical dimensions. 
For the 1/4 criterion, the equivalent frequency would 
be 12 kHz but a severe degradation in measurement 
reliability must be expected down to a few kHz. The 
problem may be minimized in experiments with ani
mals by cutting the ear canal short to realize a micro
phone position just in front of the eardrum. However. 
for the in vivo measurements of humans this method 
cannot be applied and thus we must determine the 
impact of ear canals on the impedance determinations 
on an individual base. 

This treatment can be achieved by knowing both 
the impedance at some reference point and the ear 
canal area function of individual ears [5]. When we 
neglect the spatial extent of the eardrum and its vibra
tion in eigenmodes by abstracting to the plane-wave 
solution, the theory is exact. Unfortunately, Hudde's 
experimental solutions turned out to be very sensitive 
to the shape of the cross-sectional area functions, only 
the straighter ear canals were resolved sufficiently. 
The early insight into these limitations motivated the 
development of a concurrent method for ear canal 
determination [6]. After some initial and encouraging 
results the approach was complemented by an 
impedance calculation. Now it forms a complete pro
cedure for the in vivo determination of human "ear
drum impedances" up to 20 kHz - or strictly speaking 
for the determination of plane-wave termination 
impedances at the beginning of the inclined human 
eardrum. 

2. The algorilhm 

The principle idea of determining an area function 
from purely acoustical measurements is evident Sup
pose, a tube of varying diameter is approximated by a 
number of tube slices. The cross-sectionaJ area func
tion is piecewise constant with discrete steps at the 
junction of two slices. Each step will reflect portions of 
the incoming wave. In case of a spike each reflection 
appears as a little spike aJso (see Fig. 1). The location 
of the sought area step is related to the impulse delay, 
while the signal amplitude determines the amount or 
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Fig. 1. The principle idea for determining the area function 
by impulse response: Each step at the border of two tube 
slices will produce a reflection. Its amplitude describes the 
amount of change and its arrival time the place of change. 
The superposition by mUltiple reflections will inhibit a direct 
solution for more than one area step. instead it demands the 
solution of an "inverse problem". 

area change. However, this principle situation is com
plicated by multiple reflections. Although of smaller 
magnitude, they increasingly contaminate the direct 
reflections at later times. So the exact determination of 
cross-sectional area functions demands the solution of 
an "inverse problem". 

These inverse problems are well known in all parts 
of physics and consequently severaJ solutions exist ror, 
e.g., geophysical exploration or remote sensing. To 
our knowledge. tbe most elegant solution was pro
posed for an acoustical problem and given by Sondhi 
and Gopinath [7]. Their goal was to measure the 
changes in cross-sectional area function of human vo
cal tracts during vocalization. The derived solution is 
analytical, so it does not demand the approximation 
of a stepwise constant area function. Adapted to our 
problem, the relevant results are summarized below. 

Given a tube with volume V(x) from x = Otox = a, 
the univocal solution for V(x) can be derived from 
(notice: e=c= 1) 

V(a)-i/(a,t)dt (I) 

with an auxiliary function !(a,t) which is defined by 
the Fredholm integral equation of 

1 • 
1(a,t)+21.hz(lt-'II/(a,,)d,-1 Itl::>a. (2) 

The impulse response hz (t) is determined from the 
convolution integral of the unit-volume velocity im
pulse l.I(t) and the reflected pressure response p(f) by 

(3) 
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To calculate the volume V(x) at x = a, hz(t) must be 
known by measurement in the interval 0 ~ t ~ 2 a. 
The sought area function A (x) follows by differentia
tion of eq. (1). 

Obviously, the impulse response hz(t) is the time
transformed input impedance Z(x) at x = O. While 
well defined in theory, the impulse response which is 
more related to the actual measurements of sound 
pressure levels by a microphone is given hy 

h,(t) - J(t)+ h,(t), 

derived from 

(4) 

(5) 

with Pw(t) as the incoming source signal and PT(t) 
corresponding to the measured microphone voltage. 

To utilize hp(t) the necessary modifications of eq. (2) 
were proposed in [6, 8]; the most general proof, howev
er, is given by Sondhi & Resnick [9] in the relation 

2hp(t) = hz(t) -! hz(t)hp(t - t)dt (6) 

which substitutes eqs. (1). (2) by 

Via) - r I (a, t)dt - a (7) 

and 
(8) 

!(a.t) + l,h,(l + 'C)!(a,2a + 'C)dt = 1 O~t~2a. 

The numerical solution of eq. (8) is efficiently per
formed by the Levinson-algorithm which is applicable 
to the whole class orToeplitz~matrices, see e.g. [10]. In 
Fig. 2, we sketch the final matrices for solving eqs. (8), 
(7) as used for this study. 

While now the solution of the inverse problem is 
simple. determining the impulse response h,(t) impos
es additional difficulties. The deconvolution by eq. (5) 
is "ill posed", minimal perturbations cause severe nu
merical instabilities. To overcome these problems. a 
modification of Tikhonov's regularization procedure 
(11) was used by calculating 
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Fig. 2. The algorithm for area determination by eqs. (7) and 
(8): The solution can utilize the Toeplitz structure of the 
matrix and is perfonned most efficiently by a modified levin
son recursion. 

nal Po(t) and the source impedance Zi(W). Any third 
determination of PT(f) is sufficient to obtain the input 
impedance ZE (w) at the microphone. This result can 
be transformed by means of chain matrices or lattice 
filters (see Fig. 3). 

Our actual measurements were evaluated up to 
20 kHz for the impedance calculation and up to 
60 kHz for the area functions. To maintain precise 

(9) ~~;::: !~g~~St!:!u::;d~:;:t~ee ::~;~~:::~ 
where Pw is the Toeplitz-matrix of the source signal The necessary corrections should. however, preserve 
Pw. Eis the unit matrix, and the upper index Tdenotes the simplicity of the algorithm to yield an overall sim
transposed matrices. The optimum for the regulariza- pie approach. To reach this aim was easy for the 
tion factor IX depends on the actual signal to noise impedance transformations, we just introduced the 
ratios. 

Once the area function of a tube is k.nown, the 
calculation of the tennination impedances at any 
plane from the given impulse response is straight for
ward. Measuring two known termination standards, 
e.g., hard wall and infinite tube, yields the source sig-

complex wavenumber (10) 

k(mm-']-1.8 ·10-' JlHz]- j7.5 ·10-' J7ifuj 
to Fig. 3. The specific numerical values were derived 
for viscosity losses of a cylindrical tube with 4 mm 
radius neglecting dispersion effects [1la-13]. 
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Fig. 3. Calculation ofthe impedanre ZT at the eardrum: The 
area function of the ear canal is approximated by small slires 
and determined by inversion of the impulse response. The 
transfonnation from ZE at Ihe microphone to any other 
tennination plane is based on the product of chain matrices 
Ko and KT· 

A comparably exact correlation for the area func
tion in eqs. (7) to (9) must also depend on the square 
root of frequency. However, this correction would sig
nificantly complicate the time-based calculations. In
stead we tried the most simple approach of frequency 
independent compensation. Given in dB/m, it will 
progressively increase the later reflections of PT(t) be
fore the deconvolution is performed in eq. (9). We ad
justed the attenuation factor to 2.6 dB/m empirically 
which compensated best in the fit of different area 
functions. To our surprise, this value can also be ob
tained as the solution of the exact, i.e., frequency de
pendent calculation of attenuation losses by eq. (10) 
for f = 24 kHz. The empirical choice turns out to be 
reasonable since 24 kHz is just the approximate spec
tral mean of the utilized impulse source by spark dis
charge. 

3. Test results 

In practice, the accuracy of deconvolution and imped
ance determination depends crucially on a well suited 
acoustic source. The main criteria are (I) the acoustic 
impulses must be reproducible to allow for averaging, 
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i.e .. SIN improvement, and a single calibration run to 
determine Po and Z" (II) the rise-time must be very 
short (SO J.1S) to yield a reasonably well-posed decon
volution byeq. (9), (III) the source spectrum should be 
flat for the frequency range of impedance measure
ments (100 Hz - 20 kHzl, (IV) in the same range, the 
source impedance should be free of poles and zeros. 

With respect to these requirements. a number of 
acoustic transducers were tested. We used dome 
tweeters from different manufacturers, an oscillating 
plasma column, a free running spark discharge utiliz
ing an high voltage capacitor and finally its triggered 
version based on an ignition coil. The best impulse 
source, found at the date of the measurements. was the 
free running spark discharge with a repetition rate of 
approximately 3 sec. Although we had severe prob
lems with source wavelet variations initially, they 
could be fixed by experiments with electrode form and 
material and, even more important., the instruction to 
avoid any near-electrode air motion for a whole test 
session. With these precautions, the acoustic advan
tages of the spark source were so evident that it was 
chosen in spite of the well known difficulties in safety 
and electrical interference. 

Fig. 4 shows the final experimental arrangement. To 
avoid reflections from the source or the left tube end, 
the tube lengths were designed to be appropriate for 
time windowing the impulse response. The generation 
of standing waves between electrodes and microphone 
was reduced by inserting damping material in be
tween. Above 23 kHz, some higher modes can propa
gate. Their impact was found to be most dependent on 
how the microphone was attached to the tube. Differ
ent insertion depths and microphones were tested., the 
best results were acbieved with a condensator micro-

Fig. 4. Principle componenu of the measurement 5Ct·UP: 
The sound source is a free running spark discharge with a 
repetition rate of approximately 3 sec. It triggers a transient 
recorder ror the A/D-conversioll. BetWI:C1l electrodes and 
microphone, the tube is filled by damping material. 
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phone of 3 mm diameter (B & K 4138) which was set 
flush to the tube waH. 

In Fig. 5, the source wavelet is shown with a peak 
amplitude of 128 dB for 10 psec and a total length of 
200 J.lSCC. The reflections are caused by the closed tube 
end and yield the source reflectance 'j at the micro
phone. The attenuation factor 2.6 dB/m of the previ
ous chapter could be verified by the decay in reflected 
amplitudes. 

To test the accuracy of the whole approach a set of 
12 different brass tubes with precisely known area 
functions was constructed. In any session for one tube, 
24 measurements were perfonned and the 16 most 
correlated source wavelets were averaged The area 
function determined by this joint impulse response 
was in very good agreement to the corresponding 
brass tube's data for all geometries. The most critical 
case of a stepwise changing. unconcentric tube is 
shown in Fig. 6; the achieved result indeed justifies the 
neglection of higher modes in our calculations. 

While testing area functions was simple, it was sig
nificantly more difficult to verify the accuracy of 
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Fig. S. Source signal and source rdIectance: The source sig
na! has a length of 200 ~ its peak amplitude is 128 dB for 
10~. At later times, multiple renections from the hard wall 
are visible which allow for calculation of the source renec
lance '1' Due to the damping material and the optimized 
microphone coupling, its values are very smooth. 

VoLn[lll93) 

Fig. 6. Area determination for a brass tube: The unconcen
tric geometries are chosen to obtain an experimental esti
mate for the maximum influence of higher mode distortion. 
The delayed increase for the step at 19 mm shows the effec
tive acollstic area function. 

impedance detenninations. These tests depend on 
known impedances with magnitudes similar to the 
expected eardrum impedance. From the few theoreti· 
cal solutions that can be calculated analytically, the 
most appropriate one for our purposes was a conical 
hom in an infinite wall [12b, 14]. Instead of the throat 
impedance Zha' we chose a transfonn value ZM to 
exclude possible higher mode distortions at the throat. 
Then once again theory and experimental results 
agreed very well (see Fig. 7). 

Of course, the ultimate error estimate must rely on 
the combination of both approaches. We must exper
imentally determine a non-constant area function and 
calculate the transfonned termination impedance on 
the basis of these data. The results of this scenario are 
shown in Fig. 8. In front of the acoustic load by the 
conical hom (the "eardrum") is a brass tube with its 
varying diameter (the "ear canan. Indeed the accura
cy of our results has decreased but still the obtained 
impedance shows sufficient similarity to the theoreti
cal calculation. The common alternative to assume a 
straight tube as in some previous publications about 
eardrum impedance would depreciate all our results 
above 2 kHz. 

The one problem not seen here but still left in our 
arrangement is the accuracy of impedance measure
ments at low frequencies. Our results are only reliable 
above 1 kHz. below this the short duration of the 
source impulse caused problems in cases of more rigid 
termination impedances like, e.g., the human eardrum. 

4. The impedance at tbe eardrum 

Given the excellent results for the test measurements, 
it was surprising enough to fmd great difficulties in the 
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Fig. 7. Theoretical calculation aDd ell:perimental delermiDatioIl for a IlOIl-triviallesl impedance: The radiation impedance Z.b 
of a massless piston in an infinite wall is given in [12b, 14]. The transformation to Zbo, at the plane oftbe hom throat is done 
by [Ub]. The reference plane of the test impedance ZIo( is 8 mm behind the throat to avoid higher mode distortions. ~ 
computed, - - measured. 

determination of in situ impedances at the human 
eardrum. The new problems were due to the effects of 
tube coupling to the ear canal. Seen analytically, we 
introduced an additional unknown without further 
information and thus cannot resolve its influence. The 
minimum requirements for the coupling were already 
described by Zwislocki [15) ~ keeping the measuring 
device steady relative to the bead and obtaining a 
tight seal. For our measurements, his conclusions are 
proven again: 

"Considering the difficulties arising from the anatomy 
of the ear, the theoretical precision of the acoustical 
method itself becomes of secondary importance". 

In the course of our investigation, it took us several 
sessions with dozens of subjects to recognize aU the 
unknowingly introduced problems. As a fmal aim. we 
wanted to reduce the effects of coupling to a pure 
change in area function which can be resolved by the 
presented theory. Fig. 9 shows., from back to forth., 
three sets of ear insert systems utilized in our measure
ments. Each set has cones with decreasing diameters 
to allow for best seal in the individual ear canal en-

trances. The two cone sets in front are connected to 
the measuring tube by brass adapters. 

The first experiments were perfonned by means of 
the cone set in the back row of Fig. 9. The best fitting 
cone was screwed onto the measuring tube and then 
the whole unit was inserted into the ear canal. When 
analyzing the data in the following weeks, we found 
that in most cases the insert cone was facing the ear 
canal wall instead of the tympanic membrane. All 
these membranes were contaminated by hard wall 
reflections and thus the impedance determination 
yielded unreasonable results. 

For the second session, we chose tbe black plastic 
inserts commonly used in otoscopes. They allowed for 
a clear visualization of ear canal and tympanic mem
brane. Once this position was reached. tbe measuring 
tube was connected without remove, shift or tilt of the 
insert This time no hard wall reflections appeared but 
the results were dominated by strong resonances at 8 
and 16 kHz. It turned out that they were caused by 
the air volume between the outer insert wall and the ear 
canal since tbe narrow end of the insert was too small. 

The third attempt was undertaken with our custom 
made brass cones of larger end diameters. Additional-
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Fig. 8. The test impedance 2M of Fig. 7 is connected via a narrowing to the measuring tube. Based on the experimental 
determination of the area function, the impedance transformation yields good results. The assumption of a constant tube 
diameter gives misleading values above 2 kHz. --- computed, -- measured, .... transformation with constant shape. 

Fig. 9. Photo of different cone sets: Each row was used for a 
whole measuring session. The cones have decreasing end 
djameter from left to right. For the two sets in front, the 
additional cone adapters to the measuring tube are shown at 
right; the cones of the back row were screwed up directly. 

ly, a little whole was drilled perpendicular to the cone 
axis to avoid any air shifting through the tube when 
sliding in the cone adapter. The ventilation hole is 
closed by the inserted tube at its final position but 
efficiently prevents any air motion that would other
wise destabilize the spark discharge. 

The measurements start by visual inspection 
through the inserted cone and the subsequent ture 
attachment. Then some test measurements are per
formed to monitor the reflections -at the junction of 
cone and ear canal. The corresponding signal ampli
tudes can be further minimized by slightly rotating the 
tube and pulling the pinna manually. Fig. 10 shows by 
a typical example which magnitude of these reflections 
remains. This residue may be caused by the sudden 
change in cross-sectional areas from circular cone to 
oval-shaped ear canal. Once the optimal adjustment is 
achieved, the subsequent procedure is as for the test 
measurements: 16 out of 24 signals are averaged to 
determine the area function and the termination 
impedance. The session was performed with 8 subjects 
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- 5 men and 3 women in the age of 20 to 35 yea rs; a ll 
our reported results a re achieved by this third attempt 
documented in Fig. 11 [16]. 

In order to compare any termin a ti on impedances of 
the human ear canal, they must be specified for a 
common reference pla ne. Planes tha t a re defined by 
some fi xed distance from the cone end a re unreason
a ble beca use the inserti on depths vary significantl y 
between subjects. It wo uld be possible to determine 
the indi vidua l distance to the tympanic membrane by 
manua lly inserting a stick; but this is a tedious and 
risky approach in rout ine sessions. Distances deter
mined this way also show devia tion because the po int 
of contact depends on the lateral stick positio n rela
ti ve to the eardrum's tilt. To our opinion, the best 
solution would be to adjust the reference plane by 
some properties of the measured impedance itself. Sur
prisingly enough, this is possible with the typical im
pulse response for our sessions shown in Fig. 10. 
There a re two significa nt peaks, bo th of them arise 
from reflections in the zone of the eardrum. The firs t 
one does change in magnitude with each subject, the 
latter is always dominant a nd is a bout ha lf as big as 
the so urce pulse. This second peak causes the rigid
wa ll behavio r o f the termina tion impedance for higher 
frequencies. The effect is very prono unced and co n
stant fo r a ll subjects, it was firstl y repo rted by Hudde 
[4]. He found impedance va lues at the eardrum which 
a re a bove 10 kH z comparable to a ha rd wall termina
tion. Utilizing this knowledge, we can derive a com-

f-- ~~e~:t --+--Reflectlons 

5 
Plane of mm 

eardrum impedance I ~k 2 

Peak 1 ~ 

. , 
' f<:!' 600 J.l sec 
: M ~'Pl oce " of eardrum 

by measurement of 
penetrat on depth 

t-

Fig. 10. Impulse response fo r an actual measurement of hu
man ea r canal a nd ea rdrum: The co upling between cone a nd 
ear ca na l must be adjusted to minimize the reOections at 
350 Ilsec. When inserting a measuring sti ck ma nua ll y, it indi 
ca tes contact with the ea rdrum a t a po int which co rrespo nds 
to a reOec tio n between peak I and peak 2. 
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Fig. II . Phot o of the measuring tube: The spa rk di scha rge is 
loca ted in the cubic brass box a t to p. a co ndenso r micro
pho ne with preamplifier is at tached below. T he measuring 
tube co ntinues for 75 em a t to p of the box (no t seen). its lo wer 
end is co nnec ted to the eardrum via a set o f cones wi th 
difTe rent end dia meters to fi t best the ind iv idua l size o f ea r 
ca na ls. 

mo n refe rence pla ne fo r the transfo rmed impedances 
to lie so me millimeters in front of the ca use for peak 2. 
According to our obse rva ti ons, this refl ecti on is 
ca used by the fa r end of the inclined tympanic mem
brane since mechanica l distance controls yielded place 
sho rt before peak 2 when a stick was inserted until 
ea rdrum co ntact was felt. 

To avoid possible misundersta ndin gs it is necessa ry 
now to discuss in more deta il wha t we mea n by the 
term " impeda nce a t the eardrum". The ea rdrum is 
inclined a nd does no t interact with incoming waves at 
a single po int. The sound energy is refl ected no t o nl y 
by pa rts of the ea rdrum but as well as by the wa lls of 
the mid d le ea r [1 7]. The eardrum itse lf vibra tes in a 
va riety o f freq uency dependent modes. So any point 
impedance determined ph ys ica lly at the ea rdrum 
would only exp ress a very local behaviour. Instead , by 
our in ves tiga tio ns we wa nt to determine the effecti ve 
aco ust ic behavio ur o f the ea rdrum for so und propa
ga ting in the ca r ca na l. It is best cha racterized by the 
ratio o f pla ne wave refl ectio ns to the incident wave at 
some med ia n eardrum loca tio n, so the refl ection coef
ficient r (w) would be the appropriate pa rameter. Ifwe 
ass ume loca lly constant geo metry, any minor cha nge 
in the reference plane of r (w) would j ust affec t the 
phase angle but no t the a bsolute value and thus ease 
the compa risons. Howeve r, the ea rdrum refl ectance is 
not a com mon parameter in litera ture, from a ll the 
pa pers abo ut the ea rdrum behaviour it is onl y given in 
[4, 18 - 19]. So here we repo rt bo th , the refl ection coef-
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Fig. 12. Plane wave reflectance at the eardrum by different 
authors: Both results are based on a reference plane where 
the phase spectrum between to to 20 kHz is most similar to 
a licritious plane 5 mm in front of an hard wall - Joswig, 
--- Hudde (1983 b), .... 5 mm before rigid wall. 
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ficient and the associated plane wave termination 
impedance at the eardrum. The common reference 
plane for all our subjects is detennined by matching 
the phase spectra to those of a fictitious place 5 rom in 
front of a hard wall. The similarity is determined by 
fitting least squares in the frequency range 10 to 
20 kHz (Fig. 12)., the transformations are performed 
every half millimeter. By this definition, our results are 
directly comparable to Hudde's calculations per
formed for the same reference plane. 

All the transformations are based on the actually 
determined area functions of the ear canal. Fig. 13 
shows the overlay of individual impedances and area 
functions. The effective ear canal lengths, i.e., the dis
tances from cone end to reference plane vary from 12 
to 21 mm and indicate the great differencies in pene
tration depths. To obtain an estimate for the systemat
ic error that would otherwise be introduced by the 
assumption of an uniform ear canal, the transforma
tions in Fig. 14 are performed on the same input im
pedances but with constant tube diameters. As already 
mentioned in the introduction, the results have signif
icantly greater deviation above 4 kHz. 

~d?i-I 
20 15 10 5 to I Johansen 1975 

-Joswig 00 

r I 

""i 
15 kHz 20 

f_ 

'0 15 20 

kH, 

Fig. 13. Individual ear canal area functions and impedances at the eardrum for 8 subjects: The common reference plane is 
found by Iramfonning the impedances every 0.5 mm and comparing the phase spectra (see Fig. 12~ The area functions are 
in good agreement with 122J if a shift of 5 mm is applied also. 
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Fig. 14. Calculation of impedances at the eardrum for straight ear eanals: Based on the same data as for Fig.. 13. we assume 
a constant area function for the ear canal. The transformation will yield significantly larger deviations between the subjects. 

Any further interpretation of our impedance results 
must be based on the eardrum's inclination. In sound 
propagation, the incident wave first reaches the outer 
part of the eardrum resulting in peak 1. The mass of 
the eardrum will dominate aU reflections for higher 
frequencies, so the decreasing gap to the ear canal end 
will act as an acoustic hom. This smooth impedance 
matching excludes greater reflections; once the end of 
the gap is reached, the remaining energy is reflected in 
peak 2. So the deviations found experimentally in the 
time delay between the two peaks will indicate some 
different inclinations of the eardrum. The values 
derived from our data yield 4 to 7 mm for the effective 
lengths of wave propagation along the tympanic 
membrane and agree well with recent anatomical data 
[20-21]. With this interpretation. the reference plane 
for our termination impedance (5 mm in front of an 
hard Wall) lies in the zone of the real eardrum, approx
imately at its beginning ("Top of Drum" of Fig. 1 in 
[2l[). 

In an earlier attempt. Johansen [22] measured the 
shape of the human ear canal. He determined its area 
function by taking a rubber cast to obtain the volume 
increment every 2 mm. In Fig. 13. we show his data 

converted to ear canal diameters with his standard 
deviations; our results fit very weU if we once again 
assume that the reference plane is located 5 mm in 
front of the ear canal end. Another support for our 
data is [23] reporting an average distance of 16 mm 
between the tip of an ear mould and the contact to 
eardrums (13 subjects with a range of 11 mm to 
19 mm). We can compare these data since penetration 
depths of even dilTerent couplings are primarily limit
ed by the bony part of the ear canal. Assuming the 
distance between our reference plane (near "Top of 
Drum") and the point where a probe touches the 
eardrum to be 3 mm win fit both results quite well. 

In Fig. 15 we compare published impedances at the 
eardrum with a frequency range above 2 kHz [1-4. 23]. 
The curves do not yield an overall agreement which is 
satisractory, but impedances ale strongly dependent 
on the chosen reference plane. Hudde's [4] plane is the 
same as ours., so similarities between both curves are 
reasonable. In general, the other authors did not re
port aU necessary details and it is difficult to decide on 
the location of their reference planes. Some indirect 
hints exist. e.g., from the penetration depth we can 
conclude that Morton and Jones [231 determined their 
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Fig. 15. Impedances at the eardrum by dilTerent authors: Except for our data, only the results or Hudde [4] are based on the 
individual determination or ear canals. Both impedances are defined for the same reference plane while the other authors do 
not describe this detail explicitly. - Joswig, -- Hudde (1983 b~ .... Mehrgardt, Mellert (1977), _ .. - Btauert, Platte 
(1976), _. - Zwislocki (1970), - _. Morton, Jones (1956). 

impedance in a plane 3 mm behind ours. Although 
there is no compeUing evcidence. this may also be true 
for ZwisJocki [1]. Fig. 16 displays his data derived 
from 22 subjects and our results. Their transformation 
3 mm towards the middle ear gives excellent agree
ment in the reactance white resistance values still di
verge above 3 kHz. 

By our measurements it was not possible to resolve 
any effects caused by the acoustic reflex. To test itS 
impact the reflex was elicited for three subjects con
tralateral by white noise of 100 dB SPL. The addition
al measurements were perrormed immediately after 
the normal impedance determination, neither tube 
nor insert were removed to ensure a precision of ap
proximately 5% [24]. Nonetheless, no systematic 
change was observable in the data. 

Fig. 16, The agreement with Zwislocldl1l iscnhanceds.ignif~ 
icantly if our data are transformed 3 mID towards the! middle 
ear. This transformation is based on a constant tube with the 
specific wave resistance R = 9.2 X 106 Nsm -, as assumed in 
[1]. -Joswig + 3 nun 10 middle ear, --' - Joswig, Zwi· 
slocki (1970) ]12 female, 110 male. 

1 
Imthl 
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One explanation would be that the reflex was elict
ed all the time by the spark discharge pulse itself. All 
of our investigations were performed at the same am
plitude leveL so no statement is possible about ampli
tude dependencies. However. from other obsel'\'ations 
we can conclude that a permanent elicitation is not 
probable by the impulse itself. Firstly, the subjective 
sound impression was more that of a silent crack than 
a big bang because of the short duration. Secondly, 
the delay time of the acoustic reflex is at least 20 msec 
[25]. With a recording time of only 3 msec, any signif
icant effects must be caused by the previous impulse. 
But the low repetition rate of about 3 sec would allow 
for the reflex to decay before the next measurement 
starts. So the nonresolution must more probably be 
contributed to the difficulties in detennining rigid ter
minations for lower frequencies. As stated before. the 
spectral energy of the spark discharge source is not 
sufficient here. Explaining the effect this way is also 
consistent with other reports that found contributions 
of the acoustic reflex only below 1.5 kHz [3-4, 26-28]. 

5. Conclusions 

The impulse response measurement is an elegant and 
reliable method to determine in vivo both the individ
ual ear canal area function and the broadband termi
nation impedance at place of the human eardrum. For 
the impedances, the reference plane can be defined by 
purely acoustic criteria without the need for mechani
cal adjustment. The impedance transformations based 
on the actual area functions reduce the inter-subject 
deviations significantly. The achieved results agree 
well with anatomical data of the ear canal and some 
published impedance curves if a common reference 
plane can be established. 

The spark discharge impulse source limited the range 
of measurement to 1 - 20 kHz. Dome tweeters did re
solve the lower frequencies in some prior test runs but 
their limited rise time excluded them from this study. 
However, this restriction must not concern the design 
of future equipment. (1) Tweeter technology has im
proved over the years and (II) some resolution of area 
functions can be sacrified once the principle knowl
edge about stable impedances above 10 kHz was 
derived. So we could compromise the determination 
of area functions to half the number of slices to defuse 
the ill-posed deconvolution process. 

As a result. the more versatile tweeter sources could 
combine the determination of area functions and 
impedances above 1 kHz by impulse response with the 
steady state measurement of standing wave ratios to 
obtain reliable low frequency impedances. So the im-
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plementation into one unit could promise an universal 
and easy to use tool suited for the clinical diagnostics. 
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